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Elevate your cancer
registry informatics

Elevate your
cancer registry
informatics
From effortless case finding and streamlined abstracting to lifetime
patient follow-up and powerful data analytics, METRIQ® cancer
registry informatics provides the innovations you need to take your
cancer registry processes to the next level.
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METRIQ cancer registry informatics can be
used at single treatment centers or multiple
facilities and complex healthcare networks.

Simplify your entire cancer
registry process
METRIQ cancer registry informatics provides smooth
workflow management, customizable data
integration and powerful outcome analysis tools.
Ensuring accurate, streamlined abstracting, it enables
you to meet your local and international regulatory
requirements* while allowing you to make the most
of your data.
Easy data importing
Easily integrate incoming records from MOSAIQ®
OIS or other hospital information systems and 		
electronic health records.

Simplified patient follow-up
A flexible and customizable follow-up manager
incorporates letters, status updates, history, labels,
actions, schedules, and control lists.
Performance monitoring
Optional MOSAIQ Oncology Analytics (MOA)
dashboards, designed specifically for METRIQ, allow
easy performance monitoring against defined
cancer measure objectives.
Advanced data security
Elekta Axis Cloud hosting, powered by Microsoft
Azure, enables you to reduce your costs, protect
your data and work remotely.

*METRIQ meets current regulatory and reporting requirements, including: ACoS, AJCC, NAACCR, NPCR and SEER (national and state/provincial), ICD-O-3 and ICD-10.
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Achieve better data, easier access,
quality benchmarking and actionable
insights with METRIQ—the leader in
cancer registry innovation.

Efficient, streamlined workflows
Site-specific Workflow
Management

Multi-facility and
Multi-state

Streamline and configure your cancer registry
workflow according to your specific data
management requirements.

Share treatment and follow-up information
easily without duplicating efforts.

Ease of Use
Speed up the abstracting process with simple
navigation, intuitive screen displays and
helpful keyboard shortcuts.

Efficient Processes
Expedited case finding, sophisticated review
and acceptance tools, efficient merge
capabilities, effective patient follow-up and
electronic updates save time and ensure
accurate and complete data.
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Simplified Data Analysis
Predefined reports use advanced filter options
to simplify comprehensive data reporting and
analysis.

Enhanced Performance
Monitoring
Integration with MOA gives you immediate
access to your performance data and provides
actionable insights to help you meet your
clinical goals.

Inspiring confidence
Standards Compliance

Required Reporting

Routine updates ensure METRIQ satisfies
current regulatory reporting and accreditation
requirements.

Simple tools facilitate case reporting for
state, provincial, national, and international
required submissions.

High Quality Data

Mortality Matching

Multiple quality checks help guarantee data
records meet applicable regional, national,
and international quality standards.

DeathMatch® and SSDI tools provide
convenient access to comprehensive patient
survival information, matching patients
against current national mortality data.

Why METRIQ Cancer Registry
Informatics?
· Remote abstracting
· Efficient workflow management
· High-quality data validation
· Valuable quality performance insights with MOA
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Advanced Data Integration
•

METRIQ imports data, including patient treatment episodes,
directly from MOSAIQ® or other top EHR sources through open
source importing file configuration.

•

The import manager helps determine if incoming records require
a new abstract or updates existing patient information.

•

Data is immediately available in MOA dashboards to provide
valuable performance insights.

Efficient and Dedicated Service
and Support
We’re here to help you! Our support specialists, including Certified
Tumor Registrars and IT experts, are available to answer questions
and solve problems quickly and completely. Team members are
active in the industry, such as serving on national standard-setting
committees, and multiple channels are available for you to receive
support and access resources.

Learn more at elekta.com/metriq

As part of MOSAIQ® Plaza—Elekta’s comprehensive
ecosystem of oncology informatics tools—METRIQ is
supported by a wealth of experience and expertise.
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Elekta Axis Cloud

Powered by Microsoft Azure, Elekta Axis frees you to focus completely on your
cancer registry workflows—assuring timely processes and peace of mind.

Worry-free
Designed specifically for Elekta oncology software, Elekta Axis helps you improve the performance and
scalability of your practice.

Cost-effective
Providing a fully managed service, Elekta Axis allows you to control costs and eliminate unplanned expenses.

Reliable
Leverage the power of Elekta Axis to boost your software performance and eliminate downtime.

Secure
Built and automated on Microsoft Azure, Elekta Axis benefits from built-in system compliance, advanced
data security features and multilayer threat protection.
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As a leader in precision radiation therapy,
Elekta is committed to ensuring every patient
has access to the best cancer care possible.
We openly collaborate with customers to advance
sustainable, outcome-driven and cost-efficient
solutions to meet evolving patient needs, improve lives
and bring hope to everyone dealing with cancer.
To us, it’s personal, and our global team of 4,700
employees combine passion, science, and imagination
to profoundly change cancer care.
We don’t just build technology, we build hope.
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